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A Web100-Dummynet Testbed for Education and Research in Transport
Layer Protocols
Steven Bassi
ABSTRACT

With recent developments in technology broadening the complexity and
performance issues of computer networks, more work is being put into studying the
behavior of network protocols under various new environments. As it stands today, TCP
is the dominant protocol for communicating over the Internet. It has been shown to be
reliable and efficient in the relatively low-bandwidth networks it was designed for. With
the increasing availability of high-speed optical, wireless, and ad hoc networks, more
research is being done to study new TCP variants that will perform well under these new
environments. In order to perform such work, researchers require tools to test and
observe the properties of the protocols they are studying. This is the case of Web100 [1,
2], a software patch that provides the instrumentation and tools to study and diagnose
TCP variables, and Dummynet [3], a tool for shaping network traffic that can be used in
conjunction with Web100 to emulate different environments and network conditions.
Although these two powerful tools have gained a lot of attention lately, installing
and setting up this testbed is not a straightforward task. In this thesis, this is addressed by
providing a guide to help researchers and educators reduce the installation time. In
addition, the educational benefits of the testbed are shown by conducting a number of

vi

experiments under different network conditions and analyzing the behavior of the major
mechanisms in TCP. Research potential is demonstrated by integrating the experimental
SF-SACK [4, 5] protocol into the testbed and its performance is compared against SACK
[6], another more widely used version of TCP. Using the Web100-Dummynet testbed,
results are shown illustrating performance measurements such as throughput, fairness,
and smoothness.

vii

Chapter 1
Introduction
Introduction and Motivations
Transport layer protocols are a fundamental part of layered network architectures.
Residing between the application and network layers, the transport layer provides logical
communication between applications and transparency that makes it seem like two end
hosts are directly connected, when in reality there may be tens or hundreds of
intermediate network devices between them. The Internet relies on two transport layer
protocols, the transmission control protocol (TCP) and the user datagram protocol (UDP),
which provide different sets of transport layer services.
UDP is a connectionless protocol used for services that require fast, best-effort
data delivery. Such applications include streaming audio/video, domain name system
(DNS) lookups, or online gaming, where it is acceptable if some packet loss occurs as
long as the delivery rate is fast. On the other hand, TCP provides connection-oriented
services and reliable data delivery. TCP uses a number of mechanisms to ensure that data
from a sending application is received complete and in order at the receiving host.
TCP also includes features that allow it to adapt to less than ideal network
conditions. It automatically limits the rate of data being sent whenever packet loss is
detected. It uses packet loss as an indication that congestion exists in the network and
assumes that reducing the size of the size of its congestion window is the appropriate
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action to take. This has proven to work very well in lower bandwidth networks where
speeds will not reach tens or hundreds of megabits per second, but has become a problem
in recent years. In optical or high bandwidth networks where TCP’s congestion control
mechanisms cause it to not utilize the amount of bandwidth that may actually be
available, end users may see a reduction in performance and incorrectly attribute it to a
flawed or congested network. Users cannot see the inner workings of TCP and therefore
cannot diagnose the problem correctly. Similar problems exist in wireless and ad hoc
networks and much research has gone in to solving TCP’s performance issues under
these specific circumstances [7 - 14].
Most of the research done in transport layer protocols involves the use of network
simulators. NS2 [15] is a very popular open source simulator that allows researchers to
experiment with modifications made to TCP and test them under various network
conditions. Users can simulate such things as wireless links, high bandwidth
connections, various packet loss rates, buffer sizes, queuing strategies and so on. Other
simulators exist and provide similar services to researchers and educators; however tools
for studying real-life implementations are not so readily available.

Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis includes the following contributions to research and education in
transport layer protocols:
•

A guide to setting up a Web100-Dummynet testbed to study the behavior of the
underlying mechanisms in TCP.
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•

An introduction to modifying TCP in the Linux kernel as shown in the TCP SFSACK case.

•

Results from experiments demonstrating how this testbed can be used to study the
behavior of TCP as well as comparing the performance of experimental TCP
versions.

Outline of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a literature
review of TCP as well as the Linux and FreeBSD operating systems. Also included in
this chapter are introductions network simulators and testbeds as well as Web100 and
Dummynet. Chapter 3 provides specifications for the Web100-Dummynet testbed as
well as a guide for installing and configuring the tools. In Chapter 4 the results from
educational and research oriented experiments are given. A description of the SF-SACK
protocol and information on its implementation in the Linux kernel is also provided.
Conclusions are provided in Chapter 5 along with ideas for future work in this area.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
Reliable, connection oriented data delivery is fundamental to many internet
applications. However, obstacles such as network congestion and packet loss can make it
challenging for data to be delivered in this manner. Through its use of flow control,
sequence numbers, acknowledgements and timers, TCP addresses the problem of reliably
delivering data over IP’s generally unreliable service. Additionally, congestion control
mechanisms in TCP attempt to fairly and efficiently utilize the available end-to-end
bandwidth.
TCP is a connection oriented protocol because it relies on the end hosts agreeing
on the establishment of a communication channel before data transfer is to begin. It uses
a three-way handshake which involves the transmission of SYN and ACK packets to
ensure that both hosts are able and willing to begin data transfer. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the exchange of these packets to establish the TCP connection.
There are some properties of a TCP connection which should be discussed. First,
the connection state resides only in the two end systems. The intermediate networking
devices, including routers and switches, do not need to use TCP and in fact do not care
what transport layer protocol the end users are using. Secondly, the established
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connection supports full-duplex transmissions. This means that the end hosts can send
and receive application-layer data simultaneously.
Time

Host A

Host B

Send SYN seq=x
Receive SYN
Send SYN seq=y, ACK x+1

Receive SYN + ACK
Send ACK y+1

Receive ACK

Figure 2.1 Establishment of a TCP Connection through Exchange of SYN and ACK.

Once a connection is established, TCP’s flow and congestion control mechanisms
handle the transfer of data between the end hosts. The sending host places TCP segments
on the output buffer where they can be passed down to the network layer and
encapsulated in IP datagrams and routed through the network. The segments are
eventually placed on the TCP receive buffer of the receiving host and sent up the network
stack to be processed by the application layer.
Problems might occur if the output buffer is sending data at a faster rate than can
be processed by the receive buffer or if data is being sent too slowly. The former case
can lead to overflows on the receiving end, while the latter would under utilize the
available bandwidth of the connection. This is where TCP implements flow control as a
way of limiting the data rate of the sender to a speed that the receiver can process.
5

Flow control is implemented by the sender through the use of a variable called the
receive window. The receiving host keeps track of how much space is available in its
receive buffer and passes that information back to the sender in the RcvWindow field of
every segment it sends out. The sender uses this information to control how much data is
sent out of its send buffer. It should be noted that if the receiver’s buffer becomes full the
sender will continue to send segments with one data byte until an acknowledgment is
returned with a nonzero RcvWindow value.
Congestion control is a mechanism used by TCP when the protocol thinks that
there may be packet loss due to too much traffic on the network. If excessive traffic
causes buffers in the intermediate routers to overflow, IP datagrams will be dropped.
This will result in the sender perceiving congestion in the network due to three duplicate
acknowledgments or a timeout event. The sender will then limit the size of its congestion
window variable cwnd to reduce the number of segments being sent.
The algorithm used by TCP in response to this perceived network congestion is
called the TCP congestion control algorithm. This algorithm features an additiveincrease, multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) of the cwnd variable. It also includes a slowstart phase which is used to exponentially increase the size of the congestion window
when a TCP connection begins. This is meant to quickly make use of all of the available
bandwidth of the connection. Once packet loss is detected or the congestion window
reaches the value of the sender’s slow-start threshold variable (ssthresh), the algorithm
switches to congestion avoidance phase and the congestion window is incremented
linearly rather than exponentially. When packet loss is detected due to three duplicate
acknowledgments, the congestion window is reduced by half. If packet loss is due to a
6

timeout, the congestion window is set to 1. In either case, ssthresh is set to half of the
previous cwnd value. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.2
12

cwnd
ssthresh

Congestion Window (Segments)

10

8

6

4

2

0
0

5

10

15

20

Transmission Round

Figure 2.2 Behavior of TCP congestion window and slow-start threshold. A timeout event occurs at
transmission round 8, while a triple-dupack event is detected at round 16.

This congestion control algorithm was modified in the newer and more widely
used TCP Reno and TCP New Reno and the Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery mechanisms
were included. These new features set the ssthresh value to max(cwnd/2, 2) and the
congestion window to ssthresh+3 whenever packet loss is detected, bypassing the slowstart phase and entering congestion avoidance immediately. This provides for better
performance and faster recovery from packet loss, as the name implies.
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The Linux and FreeBSD Operating Systems
Linux and FreeBSD are both free, open source Unix-like operating systems
originally developed to run on processors compatible with the Intel x86 architecture.
Being open source and free offers great a great advantage to researchers in that they are
given the flexibility to modify and configure the kernels to suit their needs. However,
several differences exist between the two operating systems.
Linux was originally developed in 1991 by Linus Torvalds as a hobby while he
was studying as a student at the University of Helsinki. The kernel is written in the C
programming language (with some lines of assembly code) and can be compiled using
the GNU GCC compiler. In its early stages the kernel was supported by groups of
enthusiasts who continued to develop libraries and tools and expand the project
throughout the 1990’s. Actually, the term Linux only really refers to the kernel, with all
of the additional libraries and tools being packaged together in separate distributions.
Linux is licensed under the GNU General Public License [16] and so all source code
modifications and all derived works must also be licensed under the GPL. So while users
are permitted to view and modify the source code as they please, all modifications should
remain open and available to the public. As the kernel continued to evolve, it was ported
over to different architectures. In addition to personal computers, it is now regularly used
in supercomputer architectures (64-bit AMD Opteron, Cray XD1), embedded systems,
handheld devices, and commercial devices such as routers and personal video recorders.
FreeBSD is a descendent of the original AT&T UNIX via the Berkeley Software
Distribution (BSD) [17]. In contrast to Linux, FreeBSD is released as a complete
operating system with all of the userland utilities (shell, device drivers, etc.) packaged
8

together. This means that multiple distributions packaged with different tools and
software are not available as they are for Linux. Many critical technologies in Linux are
derived from FreeBSD. FreeBSD is licensed under the BSD License [18] which permits
anyone to use, redistribute, and modify the system as long as the copyright notice and
BSD license itself is not removed. FreeBSD is used in a variety of commercial and open
source products including Apple’s Mac OS X and Juniper routers [17].

Network Simulation and Testbeds
The use of tools to study transport layer protocols is widespread among
researchers and educators who wish to analyze behavior under varying network
conditions. A simulator can generally be defined as a synthetic environment for imitating
a real phenomenon. In the case of network protocols, the phenomenon is the behavior of
real code as represented in the simulator and applied in different network scenarios.
Tools like ns2, Scalable Simulation Framework (SSF) [19], GloMoSim [20], and MaRS
[21] all provide simulation in varying degrees of complexity.
By contrast, live testbeds allow testing to be done using real implementations of
code. This involves the use of actual equipment and realization of networks to run the
desired experiments. However, it can be very difficult to control certain aspects of a
network when using live equipment for experiments. Tools to control network variables
as well as analyze protocol behavior in these testbeds are needed to make the
experimentation process practical. Tools that can be grouped into this category include
the Hitbox pseudo-device for SunOS [22], MOST Radio network emulator [23], Ohio
Network Emulator [24], X-kernel [25], and NIST [26].
9

When comparing simulation software to live testbeds there are several tradeoffs to
consider. Simulators can be a relatively inexpensive means of experimenting with large
scale networks. Using a graphical user interface or structured programming language, a
user can create a network consisting of tens or hundreds of nodes and many complex data
paths. For example, ns2 is a widely used simulator that can support experiments
involving hundreds of nodes and connections (provided enough system memory is
available). The ns2 code base is written in C++, with many users contributing new
modules to add to its list of supported protocols. Users write scripts in the OTCL
language to create the network topologies and control the inputs of the simulator. All of
these features combine to provide a simulator that is cheap, can run large scale
experiments with a continuously growing list of protocols, and can be controlled by the
user to perform tests that are easily and reproducible.
There are drawbacks to using simulators that do not exist in live testbeds.
Simulators require that code used in real operating systems and network devices be
reproduced. This requires much effort on the programmer’s part as well as the need to
make assumptions about the underlying hardware or operating system kernel that the real
code would interact with. This may lead to differences in the simulators implementation
of the code compared to the real-world implementation. It becomes the responsibility of
the simulator programmer and/or the user to validate this code to make sure it functions
at an acceptable level of accuracy when experiments are run.
Live testing eliminates the trouble of having to replicate an implementation of a
network protocol as necessary in simulators. Experimenting with real code in a real
environment allows for inclusion of factors that may be taken for granted in simulators.
10

For example, when studying the behavior or TCP in the Linux kernel there are hundreds
of hardware and operating system related variables that might cause variations in the
performance of the protocol. Although this increases the level of realism, it also presents
new challenges. Scaling a network to a larger number of nodes requires adding more
hardware, which can be costly and time consuming. Controlling network conditions is
another problem. In the example of TCP, the protocol adapts its behavior to network
conditions by modifying variables like the congestion window, slow start threshold, and
the retransmission timeout. Controlling the network conditions when using live
equipment so that experimental results can be reproduced at an acceptable level of
accuracy is a daunting task, even in relatively small networks.
There are several tools that attempt to provide the service of controlling network
variables for such experiments. These tools attempt to emulate common effects such as
bandwidth limitation, packet loss, buffer size, and packet delay among others. NIST, for
example, is a network emulator that is installed as a Linux patch. It hooks in to the Linux
kernel and can impose effects such as packet delay, jitter, packer reordering, packet loss
(random and congestion-dependent), and bandwidth limitation. X-Kernel was developed
as a new operating system that provided an explicit architecture for constructing and
composing network protocols. When used with x-Sim [27], network emulation
capabilities similar to NIST can be used to test these protocols under controlled
conditions.
The problem with using such tools in studying transport layer protocols is that
they lack the ability to reveal the masked complexities that are a big part of the protocols.
Studying the values of variables such as the congestion window, slow start threshold, and
11

retransmission timeout are important when experimenting with TCP. An effective
testbed would therefore need to meet the following requirements:
•

Provide the user with a high level of control over a wide range of network
variables

•

Provide transparency for all major mechanisms of the protocol under analysis

•

Use existing and common implementations of protocols to ensure realistic results.

•

Provide the user with the ability to incorporate new protocols or make changes to
existing ones

•

Be cost effective enough for widespread use in education and research

Web100 and Dummynet
The success of TCP as the dominant protocol for data transfer over computer
networks is largely due to its simplicity at the application level. The protocol is
designed in such a way that the underlying complexities are masked from the user
applications that control it. Hiding these details has allowed applications to function
under new and old networks, and has promoted the growth of the internet.
However, many important things happen in the lower layers that should be
exposed but are not. For example, packet loss is hidden by TCP’s retransmission
machinery. If packet loss is due to a flawed network, the only symptom will be reduced
performance. The inability to easily observe TCP’s inner workings impairs the ability
to conduct research in TCP behavior, test new TCP algorithms, educate future protocol
researchers and detect bugs in TCP and lower layers [28].
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So the need arises for tools that will expose the inner workings of TCP. The
Web100 project [1, 2] was created specifically to develop an advanced management
interface for TCP. There are instruments for capturing common events such as
segments sent and received, as well as many more subtle events that cause TCP to
reduce its transmission rate. The instruments are collectively referred to as the Kernel
Instrument Set (KIS), which is the core of the Web100 Project.
The current implementation of Web100 is broken in to two parts. The first part
is a Linux kernel patch that implements the KIS to collect per-connection statistics on
all major protocol events. Each connection has a separate KIS structure and instances
that exchanges data directly with the network protocol stack. The second part is the
Userland, a set of utilities designed to allow easy reading and manipulation of the
instruments exposed by the Web100 kernel patch.
With the ability to observe the underlying variables in TCP using Web100, the
ability to control network traffic becomes important for testing TCP under various
network conditions. Dummynet is a flexible tool for flow management and for testing
network protocols [3]. It has been around for several years in its FreeBSD
implementation, but is easily portable to other protocol stacks. Dummynet works by
intercepting packets as they pass through the protocol stack and passing them through
one or more “pipes” which can emulate the effects of bandwidth limitation, propagation
delay, bounded-size queues, packet loss, and more [3].
By combining the ability to view the behavior of TCP at its lowest levels and
controlling the properties of the TCP flow, Web100 and Dummynet have the potential to
produce an excellent research and test environment.
13

Chapter 3
Setting up a Web100-Dummynet Testbed
Testbed Topology and Specifications
The chosen topology to run tests consists of one PC acting as a client, one PC
acting as a router, and two PCs acting as servers. This dumbbell topology is the
simplest way to test individual as well as competing data flows and control flow
behavior. The client machine in this model is as user-end PC, performing normal
network applications like FTP, web browsing, Telnet and SSH. The second PC
functions as a router and makes use of Dummynet’s traffic shaping capabilities to
control flow properties such as bandwidth, queuing, loss-rate, etc. The third and forth
machines are set up as a servers. These machines will have the Web100 patch and
utilities installed on it and will be the focus of the study for collecting TCP statistics.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the topology and the hardware specifications are listed in Table
3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Network Layout of Testbed
Table 3.1 Testbed Hardware Specifications

CPU
RAM
Network
Adapter(s)
HDD Capacity
Operating
System

Web100 Server 1
Intel Celeron 1.5
GHz
128 MB
3Com 3c905c 100
Mbps
20 GB
RedHat 9 Kernel
2.4.26

Web100 Server 2
Intel PIII 800MHz

Dummynet Router
Intel PIII 800 MHz

128 MB
3Com 3c905c 100
Mbps
30 GB
RedHat 9 Kernel
2.4.26

128 MB
3Com 3c905c 100
Mbps
30 GB
FreeBSD 5.4

Client PC
Intel PIII 933
MHz
256 MB
3Com 3c905c
100 Mbps
30 GB
RedHat 9
Kernel 2.4.26

The FreeBSD Dummynet router is set up with three Ethernet cards (xl0, xl1 and
xl2) and connected to the client and server machines. Crossover Ethernet cables must
be used to link the network cards of the client and servers to cards on the Dummynet
router. All network cards are configured for full duplex 100Mbps maximum data
transfer rates. The IP addresses, subnets, and default gateways for each network
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interface are also shown in figure 3.1. Information on configuring network interfaces in
Linux/Unix can be found using the man ifconfig command.
The specifications of each machine do not reflect the minimum requirement for
that machine to perform its functions at acceptable levels. Each machine could have
performed its operations just as well with less RAM or a slower CPU.

The

specifications in Table 3.1 reflect only what was used in these experiments and should
not be interpreted as requirements for Web100 or Dummynet. Rather, the minimum
requirements can be based on the options and configuration of the operating system
being used on each machine.

Configuring a Web100 Client
Web100 works by modifying files in a specific version of the Linux kernel in
order to expose details of TCP that would otherwise be hidden. At the time this testbed
was being configured, the latest version of Web100 was built for the Linux 2.4.26
kernel. The software comes in two forms. The first is a patch that will modify the
existing Linux kernel and make it a “Web100-enabled” kernel. The second is a precompiled kernel that the user installs. The benefit of using a precompiled kernel is that
it gives the user the option at startup of selecting the Web100 kernel or the standard
Linux kernel that was originally installed. Installing Web100 as a precompiled kernel
was the chosen option and this section is used to describe the procedure for doing so.
For information on installing Web100 as a kernel patch, please see the install file that is
included with the patch and can be downloaded from [2]. In addition, all Web100
patches and kernels can be downloaded from [2].
16

Because each Web100 release is designed for a particular version of the Linux
kernel, selecting the appropriate Linux distribution is the first step in setting up a
Web100 client machine. It was found that selecting a distribution with a kernel revision
number lower than the Web100 kernel being installed seemed to work the best. For
instance, the Web100 kernel is version 2.4.26 so any Linux kernel version 2.4.X where
X is less than 26 could be selected. A copy of RedHat 9 which met this criterion (kernel
2.4.20) was obtained.
Installation of RedHat 9 is fairly simple and straightforward. The software
comes packaged with a graphical installation wizard that guides the user through
selecting various options for the type of installation they would like to perform. One
important thing to note is that RedHat 9 allows the user to choose from various
installation classes such as Personal Desktop, Workstation, or Server. Selecting one of
these classes specifies which set of software packages and options are to be included
during the installation. For the Web100 server machines it was found that the Server
class is most appropriate. For more information on installing RedHat 9, please refer to
[28].
Upon successful installation of the base Linux distribution, the next step is to
proceed with the Web100 kernel installation. The precompiled Web100 kernels come
packaged as an RPM file and installing it is very quick and simple. The commands for
installing the kernel can be found in the README.txt file available with each
download. Below is an example of the commands used to install the kernel using the
RPM file. These commands should be executed (as root) from the same directory where
the RPM file is located:
17

#rpm -ivh kernel-web100-2.4.26-2.3.8.i686.rpm

After the kernel has been installed, the machine should be rebooted. An option
will be available at boot time to select the appropriate kernel to load. Select the
Web100 kernel version (in this case 2.4.26) to complete the kernel installation process.
In addition to the Web100 kernel, a shared library with a set of utilities is
available to provide user-friendly tools for viewing and manipulating TCP flow
variables. This library is known as the Web100 Userland and is available for download
from [4]. It was found, however, that these tools were unable to serve the requirements
of the tests that needed to be performed. In order to accurately collect statistics during
the entire lifetime of a TCP connection, a tool was required that would continuously
monitor the Web100 client machine for new connections and begin logging Web100
variables for the lifespan of the flow. The Web100 Userland currently has no such tool.

18

Figure 3.2 Screenshot of the Web100 Userland

Fortunately, the need for such a tool was not overlooked by others working in
the Web100 community. The Web100 project at ORNL [29] has produced several
useful tools, including a trace daemon designed to log user specified web100 variables
at a set interval. The trace daemon uses a configuration file (traced.conf) that contains
the hosts to be monitored as well as the variables to be logged. When a connection to
that host is opened, the daemon begins logging the information to a trace (stats) file.
The stats file can be analyzed and used to generate charts and graphs. This is very
useful for providing visual representations of important TCP events and statistics.

19

Figure 3.3 Trace Daemon monitoring an FTP connection

Figure 3.4 Excerpt from Trace Daemon conf file
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Configuring a Dummynet Router
Most common methodologies to test network protocols are simulation and
experimental testbeds. While simulation tools provide more easy and cost-effective
control over the various operational parameters, it is really difficult to change channel
capacities, packet loss rates, delays, traffic loads, etc. in experimental testbeds. On the
other hand, simulation tools and models make many simplifying assumptions that cannot
mimic real scenarios and networks [3].
In this section, it is shown how Dummynet can be used to manipulate these
network path variables while being part of a real network. Dummynet works by
intercepting the packets of the protocol layer under test and simulating the effects of
finite queues, bandwidth limitations, lossy links, and communication delays. It runs in a
fully operational system, hence allowing the use of real traffic generators and protocol
implementations while solving the problem of simulating unusual environments. With
this tool, doing experiments with network protocols is as simple as running the desired
set of applications that are run on a daily basis on a workstation [3].
A FreeBSD implementation of Dummynet is available in all recent FreeBSD
releases. The implementation is highly portable in other BSD systems and takes less than
300 lines of kernel code [3]. This section discusses how to setup and configure a
FreeBSD system to include Dummynet and briefly cover the basics for using the tool to
shape network traffic. It is assumed that the machine that Dummynet is being configured
on already has a working copy of the latest FreeBSD release installed on it. If this is not
the case, a copy of the operating system and installation guide can be obtained from [30].
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The first step to setting up Dummynet is to configure the FreeBSD kernel options.
Editing the kernel options is done creating and editing a custom kernel configuration file.
On Intel-based systems, the existing configuration file can be found in the
/usr/src/sys/i386/conf directory and has the file name GENERIC. This file represents the
current kernel configuration and options included on your FreeBSD system and generally
should not be modified directly by the user. A safer approach is to create a copy of this
file to edit as your custom kernel configuration file. An example for doing so is as
follows (assuming the user is working with root privileges):
# cd /usr/src/sys/i386/conf
# cp GENERIC MYKERNEL
This creates a custom kernel configuration file named MYKERNEL. It can now
be edited to include the options required to run Dummynet on the system. Adding
options is as simple as including the following lines in your configuration file:
options IPFIREWALL
options DUMMYNET
options HZ=1000
Dummynet works by intercepting packets determined by the rules set in the
FreeBSD firewall. Because of this, the IPFIREWALL option must be enabled in the
kernel. The HZ option is not required by Dummynet, but strongly recommended because
it increases the frequency of the timer that controls how long packets are held in the
system. Setting this value to 1000 increases the accuracy to 1ms and allows for smoother
traffic flow. With these options added to the kernel configuration file, the only thing left
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to do is compile the new kernel and reboot to allow it to load in the system. The
commands for compiling the kernel are as follows:
# cd /usr/src
# make buildkernel KERNCONF=MYKERNEL
# make installkernel KERNCONF=MYKERNEL
More information on configuring and compiling a FreeBSD kernel can be found
in the FreeBSD Handbook [31]. In addition to kernel options, there are other FreeBSD
system settings that should be enabled for Dummynet to function correctly. All of these
settings can be controlled using the sysctl command. The settings and their values are as
follows:
•

net.inet.ip.fw.enable: 1

•

net.inet.ip.fw.enable: 1

•

net.inet.ip.fw.one pass: 1

•

net.inet.ip.fw.dyn buckets: 256

•

net.inet.ip.fw.curr dyn buckets: 256

•

net.inet.ip.fw.dyn count: 3

•

net.inet.ip.fw.dyn max: 1000

•

net.link.ether.bridge cfg: iface(1), ...iface(N)

•

net.link.ether.bridge: 1

•

net.link.ether.bridge ipfw: 1
These settings serve as defaults for the system’s firewall and Dummynet. This

example has the interfaces configured with bridging enabled. More information on setting
the global configuration for the firewall, Dummynet, and bridging can be found in [31].
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Traffic shaping in Dummynet is performed through the creation and configuration of
pipes. Pipes are the basic elements of the traffic shaper and are used to emulate network
links with a certain bandwidth, delay and packet loss rate. Queues are implemented for
weighted fair queuing and must be used with existing pipes [32]. The creation and
configuration of pipes and queues are completely controlled by the ipfw command. The
example below illustrates how to use this command to create and configure pipes:
# ipfw pipe 1 config bw 50Kbit/s queue 10 delay 50ms
# ipfw pipe 2 config bw 50Kbit/s queue 10 delay 50ms plr .001
# ipfw add pipe 1 udp from 192.168.0.1 to any
# ipfw add pipe 2 ip from any to any
In this example, two separate pipes were created. The first pipe limits traffic to
UDP packets with a source IP of 192.168.0.1 and any destination IP. The second pipe
allows any IP packet to pass through the firewall. If no pipes are generated, the firewall
will not send or receive any packets. Otherwise, each packet is compared against the
pipes in sequential order until a match is found. If the packets do not match any of the
pipes, they are dropped. The pipes are configured using the config keyword. Pipe 1 in the
example is limited to a maximum bandwidth of 50Kbit/s, queue size of 10 slots (packets),
and delay of 50ms. Pipe 2 has the same configuration of pipe 1, but is also set with a
packet loss rate of .001 to simulate a lossy link [32].
Dummynet also includes mechanisms for implementing weighted fair queuing
allowing for sharing of a pipe’s bandwidth at a certain configurable proportion. These
queues must be attached to an existing pipe and cannot function independently. The
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following commands illustrate how to set up queues to share a 60Mbit/s pipe at a 40 to 20
ratio.
# ipfw config pipe 2 bw 60Mbit/s
# ipfw queue 2 config pipe 2 weight 40
# ipfw queue 3 config pipe 2 weight 20
# ipfw add 100 queue 2 ip from 192.168.1.2 to any out xmit xl0
# ipfw add 101 queue 3 ip from 192.168.2.2 to any out xmit xl0
The rules are configured so that any traffic with source IP addresses of
192.168.1.2 or 192.168.2.2 that is transmitted out interface xl0 is passed through the
appropriate weighted queue. Traffic from 192.168.1.2 is allotted 40Mbit/s while traffic
from 192.168.2.2 is given 20Mbit/s.
With the ability to control path variables with Dummynet and study traffic
behavior with Web100, a suitable testing environment for TCP is available for education
and research. The next chapter explores the potential of the testbed and provides results
from many of the tests that were performed.
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Chapter 4
Education and Research in Transport Layer Protocols (TLP)
Educational Experiments and Results
Testing of the Web100/Dummynet testbed shows promising results. A 500MB
test file was generated to be used in the file transfer from the Web100 servers to the
client. Disk I/O should not be an issue in this case, since typical internal transfer speeds
of the hard disks is in the range of several hundred Mbps. All tests were run using the
topology shown in Figure 3.1. The trace daemon was initialized to monitor the
connection from the servers and record the desired statistics to an output file. The charts
in this section show typical plots with the performance of the connection and the behavior
of important TCP variables.

Analysis of a Single TCP Flow under Various Network Conditions
Web100 provides the ability to monitor numerous variables of an active TCP
connection. In this first analysis, the goal is to understand how a single TCP flow
behaves when certain network conditions are modified. Using Dummynet, changes are
made to the bottleneck link speed, packet loss rate, and buffer size. The throughput is
studied to demonstrate the effect of these conditions on TCP. The final experiment in
this section involves simulating a typical cable modem connection when trying to transfer
a file across an overseas link. The server is able to send data at 5Mbps while the client is
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limited to 384Kbps. Additional variables including the congestion window, slow-start
threshold, round-trip time, and retransmission timeout are also included in the charts for
this experiment.

Different Buffer Sizes
By modifying the size of the packet buffer in the Dummynet router, the effects on
the throughput are shown in Figures 4.1 – 4.3. The experiments are run for 50 seconds
and a bandwidth limitation of 15Mbps is applied. Dummynet supports a buffer of up to
100 packets, which is normally more than sufficient for single data flows. Each packet
sent is 1448 bytes in size. When using a 5 packet buffer, it can be seen in Figure 4.1 that
the throughput ranges between approximately 7 and 10 Mbps. Figure 4.2 shows that
increasing the buffer to 20 packets allows for throughput close to the maximum 15 Mbps;
however a much smoother connection is established when the 75 packet buffer is used in
Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.1 15Mbps with 5 packet buffer
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Figure 4.2 15Mbps with 20 packet buffer
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Figure 4.3 15Mbps with 75 packet buffer
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Different Bottleneck Link Speeds
Studying the throughput at different bottleneck link speeds shows some
interesting results. Figure 4.4 plots the instantaneous throughput of a 50 second file
transfer when a 15Mbps bandwidth limit is applied. No other constraints were applied in
the Dummynet router, however it should be noted that by default Dummynet uses a
buffer size of 50 packets. The spikes in the graph indicate where timeouts are occurring.
In Figure 4.5 the bottleneck link is increased to 60Mbps. It is clear from this graph that
the number of timeouts increases as noted by the frequent spikes.
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Different Packet Loss Ratios
The ability to control the packet loss rate (PLR) in Dummynet allows for
demonstrating how the throughput of a TCP connection is affected at different levels of
packet loss. Dummynet uses a random distribution when dropping packets. Each packet
has an equal probability when being considered by Dummynet. In Figure 4.6, a 15Mbps
connection is tested using a packet loss probability of .005. Even this small rate of packet
loss causes a noticeable drop in the throughput as it is only able to average slightly more
than 10Mbps. In Figures 4.7 the PLR is doubled to .01 and the throughput is seen to
average approximately 8Mbps. By increasing the packet loss rate by to .10, the
throughput drops substantially and averages less than 2Mbps.
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Figure 4.6 Instantaneous and Average Throughput at 15Mbps, PLR .005
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Figure 4.7 Instantaneous and Average Throughput at 15Mbps, PLR .01
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Figure 4.8 Instantaneous and Average Throughput at 15Mbps, PLR .10

Broadband Connection across an Overseas Link
The purpose of the experiments in this section is to demonstrate how a Web100Dummynet testbed can be used to emulate a typical file transfer scenario that users may
encounter when transferring files over the Internet. Additionally, these results
demonstrate the ability to study TCP mechanisms such as the congestion window, slow
start threshold, RTO and packet round-trip time under these conditions.
To accomplish this Dummynet is configured with different bandwidth limitations
for data originating from the server and the acknowledgements from the client. A typical
cable modem connection may provide downstream data rates of up to 5Mbps upstream
rate of up to 384Kbps for an end user. If this link is assumed to be the bottleneck, then
from the perspective of the server the maximum upstream rate is 5Mbps and the rate of
acknowledgements coming downstream from the client is at most 384Kbps. In many
cases file transfers may occur across an overseas link, resulting in large packet round trip
times. To create this condition, a delay of 120ms is applied to all outbound and inbound
traffic.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates that the throughput of the connection behaves as expected
for TCP. There is a sudden increase in the instantaneous throughput at the beginning of
the connection, which can be attributed to the slow start phase and exponential increase
of TCP’s congestion window. At approximately 30 and 75 seconds, packet loss occurs
and the throughput gradually climbs back to 5Mbps. The behavior of the congestion
window and slow start threshold in Figure 4.11 reinforces this notion. The average
throughput as shown in Figure 4.10 demonstrates that the connection comes very close to
averaging 5Mbps, as our network conditions dictate.
Finally, in Figure 4.12 the plots of the round-trip time and the RTO indicate that
the applied delay in Dummynet is working as it should. The TCP sender estimates the
packet round-trip time and uses this value to determine the value of the RTO. The RTO
is generally calculated by adding some constant value to the estimated RTT and
multiplying it by the deviation of the sample RTT from the estimated RTT [33].
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Figure 4.11 Congestion window of 5Mbps upstream, 384Kbps downstream, 240ms RTT
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Figure 4.12 RTT and RTO of 5Mbps upstream, 384Kbps downstream, 240ms RTT
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Research Experiments and Results

The SF-SACK Protocol
SF-SACK is a SACK based protocol that provides smooth enough transfer rates
for streaming applications while implementing the known flow and congestion control
mechanisms of TCP [4, 5]. With the increasing amount of real-time applications being
used over the internet, the UDP protocol is becoming more prevalent. UDP, although
more suitable for streaming, real-time multimedia is also a very unfriendly protocol. It
uses whatever bandwidth is available without consideration for the state of congestion in
the network. SF-SACK has been shown through simulation to provide smooth enough
transfer rates for streaming applications while implementing the congestion control
mechanisms of TCP. It has also been shown to be considerably fairer than UDP when
competing with TCP [5].

The SF-SACK algorithm requires only sender side

modification but can be challenging to those who are unfamiliar with programming in
the Linux kernel.

How to incorporate a new protocol in to Web100: The SF-SACK case
The goal of this section is to discuss how the SF-SACK protocol can be
implemented and deployed in the Linux kernel. The steps to accomplishing this task
include obtaining the source code, modifying the appropriate functions, and packaging
the kernel in a manner that makes it easy to deploy in other systems. The source code of
the implementation is available in Appendix A and the number of lines of code modified
or added is approximately 200.
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To begin the process of implementing SF-SACK in the Linux kernel, it is first
necessary to obtain the kernel that will be modified. Web100 makes available on its
website source kernels for those who wish to build or modify the code [2]. The kernel
that was chosen for the work in this thesis is the Web100 2.3.8, which is based on Linux
2.4.26. The source code is packaged as an RPM file so that it can be deployed easily in
the existing RedHat 9 machine. RPM’s are discussed in detail a little later. The source
RPM can be installed by using the command:
rpm -ivh kernel-web100-{package name}.rpm
This will install the source code in to the default Redhat 9 directory
/usr/src/linux-{kernel version}/. This will be the directory from which we will reference
all kernel files in this document. The files in the kernel that will need to be modified
are:
•

/net/netsyms.c

•

/include/net/sock.h

•

/include/net/tcp.h

•

/include/linux/sysctl.h

•

/net/ipv4/sysctl_net_ipv4.c

•

/net/ipv4/tcp.c

•

/net/ipv4/tcp_input.c

•

/net/ipv4/tcp_ipv4.c

•

/net/ipv4/tcp_timer.c
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Before beginning the implement the algorithm in the code, certain structures and
variables must be defined. In the current Linux kernel, the tcp_opt structure is defined
in the file sock.h. This structure contains all variables of the TCP algorithms for a TCP
connection. A structure to keep track of all of the SF-SACK variables as well as the
timer structure which will be used to recalculate the congestion window at specified
time interval must be added. The definition of these structures can be viewed in the
source code of sock.h in Appendix A.
The next set of variables to be defined are the sysctl variables for SFSACK.
Sysctl variables are used to modify kernel parameters at runtime. Two variables will be
defined, one to turn the protocol on or off, and the other to modify the timer interval that
the protocol uses to update the congestion window.

These variables are named

sysctl_tcp_sfsack and sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau, respectively. Adding these variables to the
kernel requires modification of multiple files. The source code for these changes is
available in the files tcp.c, sysctl.h, netsyms.c, and sysctl_net_ipv4.c in Appendix A.
The result of defining these sysctl variables is that the protocol can easily be
controlled at runtime. For instance, if SF-SACK should be turned off and TCP be
allowed to behave in its traditional manner, the following command would be executed:
#sysctl –w net.ipv4.tcp_sfsack=0
Conversely this variable would be set to 1 if SF-SACK should be turned on. If
the interval in which the algorithm updates the value of the congestion window needs to
be adjusted, the following command can be used:
#sysctl –w net.ipv4.tcp_sfsack_tau=50
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This command determines when the timer variable sfsack_cwnd_timer expires
and executes the code to calculate the congestion window. The default is set to 100ms
and in the example its value is changed to 50ms.
SF-SACK’s effectiveness relies on when and how the congestion window is
changed. There are two events that trigger the congestion window to be recalculated.
The first is a timer, which continuously updates the value of the congestion window
based on previous values in the flow’s history. The second is whenever a loss event
occurs. Since this is such a significant part of the SF-SACK protocol, the first thing that
should be done is define the function that will recalculate the congestion window. The
function is defined as tcp_sfsack_cwnd in the file tcp.h.
After the function to recalculate the congestion window is defined,
implementation of the required timers can proceed. The timer variable is defined as
sfsack_cwnd_timer in the file sock.h. This variable must be initialized and the function
that is executed each time it expires needs to be defined. The file that needs to be
modified is tcp_timer.c. The function tcp_init_xmit_timers() should be modified and
adding a new function tcp_sfsack_cwnd_timer() is required. The code for both of these
functions is available in Appendix A.
Other significant changes in the Linux kernel that are made involve the way TCP
handles packet loss events. The two types of loss events occur when the sender receives
three duplicate acknowledgements (dupacks) or when a timeout occurs.
The timeout event of TCP is handled by the function tcp_enter_loss() in
tcp_input.c. The function is called whenever the retransmit timer has expired and serves
(among other things) to set the congestion window to 1. SF-SACK requires that rather
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than reduce the congestion window to 1, we use some previous history to recalculate it.
In order to accomplish this the function tcp_sfsack_timeout() is defined in the file tcp.h.
Next, the process of how TCP handles loss events due to 3 dupacks is examined.
The new function to handle this event is tcp_sfsack_complete_cwr() and is defined in
the file tcp.h. In the Linux kernel, whenever the congestion window has to be reduced
due to packet loss a function called tcp_complete_cwr() is called. This function is
located in the file tcp_input.c and it is modified so that if SF-SACK is running, the new
function tcp_sfsack_complete_cwr() is used to recalculate the congestion window
instead.
With the code in place to handle the recalculation of the congestion window by
the timer and at the two loss events, the implementation of SF-SACK in the Linux
kernel is complete. The next step is to discuss how the new kernel can be compiled and
packaged in a manner that makes it easy to install on other machines.
The RPM Package Manager (RPM is a recursive acronym) is an open packaging
system, available for anyone to use, which runs on Red Hat Linux as well as other Linux
and UNIX systems [34]. RPM maintains a database of installed packages and their files
which allows for queries and system verification for all packages installed by the tool. It
makes updating the system simple because it only requires short commands to install,
uninstall, and upgrade RPM packages [34].
The Web100 Linux kernel that is used to implement SF-SACK in comes
packaged as an RPM from the web100 website [2]. There are two types of RPM
packages, binary and source. Binary packages install all of the linked object files and
libraries, while source packages are used to distribute the raw source code. The files that
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were installed and modified for the SF-SACK implementation came from the web100
source RPM. The next step is to create a binary RPM that can be used to install the new
kernel on other machines.
The process starts by first moving to the directory where the source files are
located. In this case it is the directory /usr/src/linux-2.4.26-2.3.8/. The source tree,
which is required by RPM to compile the package, must now be prepared.
#make mrproper
With the source tree prepared, the next step is to select the configuration options
for the kernel. This is just a way to specify which drivers and functions should be
included. It is usually easiest to start with one of the standard RedHat config files and
then customize it to suit individual needs. To do this, a copy an existing configuration
file is placed at the root of the kernel source directory. The make command is used to
configure the kernel.
#cp configs/kernel-2.4.26-2.3.8-i686.config .config
#make oldconfig
The second command in this sequence is used to configure the new kernel and
skip options that are known to work. It will only stop the configuration for new or
modified options that are not configured in the existing system. This helps to save time
because the user does not have to start with an empty kernel configuration and select
every option that should be included.
After the kernel configuration is complete, some additional customization can be
done by using the following command:
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#make xconfig
Or
#make menuconfig

These commands launch a graphical interface for adding or removing options
from the existing kernel configuration produced by the make oldconfig command. For
instance, if there is a set of drivers that will probably not be needed in this kernel, the user
can easily remove them using the interface provided by these commands. Removing
unnecessary options can prove very useful in reducing compile time of the kernel. After
the configuration has been customized, building of the actual RPM file can proceed. The
command to do this is very simple:
#make rpm
This begins the process of indexing all of the required files for the package and
then compiling the code. It should be noted that because of customizations that may have
been done to the kernel configuration, the RPM build process may pause whenever it
encounters a new or changed option. The user will then need to decide if they would like
to include this option or not. If there are any problems during compilation, the build
process will exit with an error and the user will have to correct the problem and execute
the make rpm command again.
If all goes well and the process completes successfully, the resulting RPM
package can be retrieved from the directory /usr/src/redhat/RPMS. This RPM can now
be copied to other machines and installed by using the command:
#rpm –ivh {package name}.rpm
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With the kernel installed on a new system, the final step is to add the appropriate
lines to the grub.conf file so that the new kernel can be selected when the machine is
restarted. The grub.conf file can be located in the directory /boot/grub and should be
modified as described in [35].

Comparison of TCP SACK and TCP SF-SACK

Fairness and Smoothness of Competing Flows
In this section the results from several experiments comparing the SACK and
SF-SACK protocols are shown. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show results from experiments
run in the ns2 simulator. Figure 4.13 illustrates two TCP SACK connections competing
for a 15Mbps bottleneck link. The throughput and congestion window values over a
300 second period are plotted. Figure 4.14 repeats this experiment with SF-SACK. By
comparing the results, it can be seen that SF-SACK provides for less variation of the
congestion window, resulting in smoother throughput than SACK.
In Figures 4.15 and 4.16, experiments are run in the Web100-Dummynet testbed
using the same bottleneck link speed and round-trip time. By comparing these results to
the plots from the ns2 simulations, it is shown that the testbed implementation of SFSACK produces similar results. The congestion window variance is less than that of
SACK and the throughput is also smoother. Figure 4.17 illustrates the behavior of SFSACK and SACK when they are competing against each other. In this case, the
noticeable difference is that SF-SACK obtains a larger percentage of the bottleneck link
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bandwidth than SACK. This behavior is expected due to the smoother decrease in the
congestion window inherent to SF-SACK. A closer comparison of the congestion
window as shown in Figures 4.18 – 4.20 reinforces this notion.
Table 4.1 provides the mean and standard deviation of each of the flows. The
standard deviation of the instantaneous throughput is less in the SF-SACK vs. SFSACK experiment than it is in the SACK vs. SACK experiment. However the mean
throughput of the competing flows remains relatively fair in both cases. In the case of
SACK competing against SF-SACK, the mean throughput of SF-SACK is more than
double that of SACK. This data indicates that while SF-SACK is friendly to itself in the
same way SACK is, it is not necessarily friendly when competing against SACK. It is
still much friendlier than UDP would be in a similar experiment [5]. In either case, it
provides a smoother rate of data transfer.
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Figure 4.13 SACK vs. SACK15Mbps, 20ms RTT ns2 Simulation

Figure 4.14 SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK 15Mbps, 20ms RTT ns2 Simulation
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Figure 4.15 SACK vs. SACK 15Mbps, 20ms RTT
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Figure 4.16 SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK 15Mbps, 20ms RTT
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Figure 4.17 SACK vs. SF-SACK 15Mbps, 20ms RTT
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Figure 4.19 Congestion Window of SACK vs. SF-SACK
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Figure 4.20 Congestion Window of SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK
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Table 4.1 Mean Throughput and Standard Deviation of Competing SACK and SF-SACK Connections

Protocols
(Server1 / Server2)
SACK / SACK
SACK / SF-SACK
SF-SACK / SF-SACK

15Mbps Bottleneck, 20ms RTT
Mean (Mbps)
Standard Deviation
(Server1 / Server2)
(Server1 / Server2)
7.48 / 7.23
2.14 / 2.50
4.56 / 9.89
1.89 / 1.59
7.72 / 6.75
1.63 / 1.64

Different Queuing Strategies
The experiments performed in this section are meant to illustrate the affects of
buffer management schemes and weighted queues on competing SF-SACK flows.
Dummynet features the DropTail and Random Early Detection (RED) queuing strategies.
These experiments use a buffer size of 30 packets and the following RED parameters:
•

w_q = .002

•

min_th = 5

•

max_th = 15

•

max_p = .10
By plotting the average throughput, the affects of the queuing strategy on the

fairness of the connections can be seen. Both queuing strategies maintain a reasonable
level of fairness between the competing flows. After approximately 50 seconds, neither
of the SF-SACK connections in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 deviate above 8 Mbps or below 6
Mbps. However, in Figure 4.20 the effect of the RED queuing strategy is illustrated by
the more rapid convergence of the flows at approximately 150 seconds, compared to
approximately 200 seconds for the DropTail queuing strategy.
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Figure 4.21 SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK, DropTail Queue
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Weighted Bandwidth Queues
By configuring weighted fair queuing (WFQ) in Dummynet, the experiments in
this section illustrate the behavior of SF-SACK when the two flows are allocated
different ratios of the available bandwidth. In this case, Dummynet is configured to
weight the bandwidth of a 60 Mbps pipe in a 2 to 1 ratio. Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the
instantaneous throughput and the average throughput, respectively. The first flow
averages very close to 40 Mbps while the second flow averages about 20 Mbps. The
results indicate that the protocol behaves as expected when the WFQ constraints are
applied in the testbed.
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Figure 4.23 Throughput of SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK, 40:20 Weighted Queue
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Figure 4.24 Avg. Throughput of SF-SACK vs. SF-SACK, 40:20 Weighted Queue
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This thesis describes the network topology, architecture, hardware and software
specifications needed to implement and use a Web100-Dummynet testbed for research
and education in TCP. By modifying network conditions including round-trip time,
bottleneck bandwidth, packet loss rate and buffer size, it is shown that educators can
study various aspects of TCP under varying conditions. Studying variables such as the
congestion window, slow-start threshold and throughput in a live network provides a new
dimension when trying to understand how the protocol works.
The implementation of the SF-SACK protocol in the Linux kernel illustrates the
benefits of using this testbed for research purposes. Often times these new protocols are
tested in simulation software and assumed to behave accordingly in live networks. By
using the tools described in this thesis, it is shown that researchers can perform a number
of tests on new transport layer protocol to ensure correct behavior under certain network
conditions.
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Appendix A: Source Code for Implementation of SF-SACK in the Linux 2.4.26
Kernel
SOCK.H
.
.
.

/* TCP SFSACK structure */
struct {
unsigned long
tau;
/* used for sampling
rate and cwnd calculation */
__u32
current_cwnd;
__u32
last_cwnd_sample;
unsigned long
last_drop_time;
unsigned long
drop_interval;
__u32
cwnd_sample;
int
not_first_drop;
/* flag that
indicates if first drop event has occurred */
int
drop_event;
/* indicates if a
drop event has occurred */
unsigned long
sock_id;
/* used for debugging
purposes */
__u32
cwnd_down_limit;
int
cwnd_decreasing;
/* determines if cwnd
is currently decreasing or not */
} sfsack;
struct timer_list sfsack_cwnd_timer;
/* END TCP SFSACK CODE */
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
SYSCTL_NET_IPV4.C
.
.
.
{NET_TCP_LOW_LATENCY, "tcp_low_latency",
&sysctl_tcp_low_latency, sizeof(int), 0644, NULL,
&proc_dointvec},
{NET_IPV4_IPFRAG_SECRET_INTERVAL, "ipfrag_secret_interval",
&sysctl_ipfrag_secret_interval, sizeof(int), 0644, NULL,
&proc_dointvec_jiffies,
&sysctl_jiffies},
{NET_TCP_WESTWOOD, "tcp_westwood",
&sysctl_tcp_westwood, sizeof(int), 0644, NULL,
&proc_dointvec},
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
{NET_TCP_SFSACK, "tcp_sfsack",
&sysctl_tcp_sfsack, sizeof(int), 0644, NULL,
&proc_dointvec},
{NET_TCP_SFSACK_TAU, "tcp_sfsack_tau",
&sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau, sizeof(int), 0644, NULL,
&proc_dointvec_jiffies,
&sysctl_jiffies},
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
NETSYMS.C
.
.
.
EXPORT_SYMBOL(tcp_sendpage);
EXPORT_SYMBOL(sysctl_tcp_low_latency);
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
EXPORT_SYMBOL(sysctl_tcp_sfsack);
EXPORT_SYMBOL(sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau);
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
TCP_TIMER.C
.
.
.
static
static
static
static
CODE*/

void
void
void
void

tcp_write_timer(unsigned long);
tcp_delack_timer(unsigned long);
tcp_keepalive_timer (unsigned long data);
tcp_sfsack_cwnd_timer (unsigned long data);

/*SFSACK

.
.
.
void tcp_init_xmit_timers(struct sock *sk)
{
struct tcp_opt *tp = &sk->tp_pinfo.af_tcp;
init_timer(&tp->retransmit_timer);
tp->retransmit_timer.function=&tcp_write_timer;
tp->retransmit_timer.data = (unsigned long) sk;
tp->pending = 0;
init_timer(&tp->delack_timer);
tp->delack_timer.function=&tcp_delack_timer;
tp->delack_timer.data = (unsigned long) sk;
tp->ack.pending = 0;
init_timer(&sk->timer);
sk->timer.function=&tcp_keepalive_timer;
sk->timer.data = (unsigned long) sk;
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau = TCP_SFSACK_TAU * 2;
tp->sfsack.tau = TCP_SFSACK_TAU * 2; // make sure tau is set
if(sysctl_tcp_sfsack == 1){
init_timer(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer);
tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer.function=&tcp_sfsack_cwnd_timer;
/*
tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer.expires = tp->sfsack.tau; */
/*
tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer.expires = TCP_SFSACK_TAU; */
tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer.data = (unsigned long) sk;
if (!timer_pending(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer)) {
tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer.expires = jiffies +
TCP_SFSACK_TAU;
add_timer(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer);
}
}
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
}
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Appendix A: (Continued)
.
.
.
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
static void tcp_sfsack_cwnd_timer (unsigned long data)
{
struct sock *sk = (struct sock*)data;
struct tcp_opt *tp = &(sk->tp_pinfo.af_tcp);
int ret = 0;
unsigned long glob_tcp_sfsack_tau = TCP_SFSACK_TAU;
ret = tcp_sfsack_cwnd(tp);
if(!mod_timer(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer, jiffies + TCP_SFSACK_TAU))
sock_hold(sk);
}
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
.
.
.
void tcp_clear_xmit_timers(struct sock *sk)
{
struct tcp_opt *tp = &sk->tp_pinfo.af_tcp;
tp->pending = 0;
if (timer_pending(&tp->retransmit_timer) &&
del_timer(&tp->retransmit_timer))
__sock_put(sk);
tp->ack.pending = 0;
tp->ack.blocked = 0;
if (timer_pending(&tp->delack_timer) &&
del_timer(&tp->delack_timer))
__sock_put(sk);
/* -- SFSACK DELETE TIMER -- */
if (timer_pending(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer) &&
del_timer(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer))
__sock_put(sk);
/* -- End SFSACK DELETE TIMER */
if(timer_pending(&sk->timer) && del_timer(&sk->timer))
__sock_put(sk);
}
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
TCP.C
.
.
.
int
int
int
int
int

sysctl_tcp_mem[3];
sysctl_tcp_wmem[3] = { 4*1024, 16*1024, 128*1024 };
sysctl_tcp_rmem[3] = { 4*1024, 87380, 87380*2 };
sysctl_tcp_sfsack = 0; /* SFSACK - default is off */
sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau = 100; /* SFSACK - 100 ms default */

.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
TCP_INPUT.C
.
.
.
void tcp_enter_loss(struct sock *sk, int how)
{
struct tcp_opt *tp = &sk->tp_pinfo.af_tcp;
struct sk_buff *skb;
int cnt = 0;
WEB100_UPDATE_FUNC(tp, web100_update_congestion(tp, 0));
/* Reduce ssthresh if it has not yet been made inside this window.
*/
if (tp->ca_state <= TCP_CA_Disorder ||
tp->snd_una == tp->high_seq ||
(tp->ca_state == TCP_CA_Loss && !tp->retransmits)) {
tp->prior_ssthresh = tcp_current_ssthresh(tp);
if (!(tcp_westwood_ssthresh(tp))) {
tp->snd_ssthresh = tcp_recalc_ssthresh(tp);
}
}
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
if (!(tcp_sfsack_timeout(tp))) {

tp->snd_cwnd = 1;
}
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
static void tcp_cwnd_down(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
int decr = tp->snd_cwnd_cnt + 1;
__u32 limit;
/*
* TCP Westwood
* Here limit is evaluated as BWestimation*RTTmin (for obtaining
it
* in packets we use mss_cache). If sysctl_tcp_westwood is off
* tcp_westwood_bw_rttmin() returns 0. In such case snd_ssthresh
is
* still used as usual. It prevents other strange cases in which
* BWE*RTTmin could assume value 0. It should not happen but...
*/
/* --- SFSACK CODE --- */
if (sysctl_tcp_sfsack != 0) {
if (tp->sfsack.cwnd_decreasing == 1){
limit = tp->sfsack.cwnd_down_limit;
}
else{
tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample = tp->snd_cwnd >> 1;
if (tp->sfsack.not_first_drop == 1){
limit = tcp_sfsack_calc_cwnd(tp);
}
else{
limit = tp->snd_ssthresh/2;
tp->sfsack.not_first_drop = 1;
tp->sfsack.last_drop_time = jiffies;
tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample = tp>sfsack.cwnd_sample;
}
tp->sfsack.cwnd_down_limit = limit;
tp->sfsack.cwnd_decreasing = 1;
}
}
/* --- END SFSACK CODE --- */
.
.
.
static __inline__ void tcp_complete_cwr(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
if (!(tcp_sfsack_complete_cwr(tp))) {
//SFSACK CODE
if (!(tcp_westwood_complete_cwr(tp))) {
tp->snd_cwnd = min(tp->snd_cwnd, tp->snd_ssthresh);
}
}
tp->snd_cwnd_stamp = tcp_time_stamp;
}
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Appendix A: (Continued)
.
.
.
static __inline__ void tcp_cong_avoid(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
.
.
.
tp->snd_cwnd = min(tp->snd_cwnd, (__u32)tp->snd_cwnd_clamp);

/* --- SFSACK CODE --- */
if(sysctl_tcp_sfsack != 0){
tp->sfsack.cwnd_decreasing = 0;
}
/* --- END SFSACK CODE --- */
tp->snd_cwnd_stamp = tcp_time_stamp;
}
.
.
.
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Appendix A: (Continued)
TCP.H
.
.
.
#define TCP_KEEPALIVE_TIME
#define TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES
*/
#define TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTVL

(120*60*HZ) /* two hours */
9
/* Max of 9 keepalive probes
(75*HZ)

/*SFSACK CODE*/
#define TCP_SFSACK_TAU ((unsigned)(50*HZ/1000)) /* 50msec timer for
sfsack_tau */
/*END SFSACK CODE*/
.
.
.
extern int sysctl_tcp_low_latency;
extern int sysctl_tcp_westwood;
extern int sysctl_tcp_sfsack; //sfsack code
extern int sysctl_tcp_sfsack_tau; //sfsack code ... frequency of
sampling for cwnd in sfsack
.
.
.
#ifdef TCP_CLEAR_TIMERS
if (timer_pending(&tp->delack_timer) &&
del_timer(&tp->delack_timer))
__sock_put(sk);
#endif
#ifdef TCP_CLEAR_TIMERS
if (timer_pending(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer) &&
del_timer(&tp->sfsack_cwnd_timer))
CODE */
__sock_put(sk);
#endif

/*SFSACK

.
.
.
/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
static inline __u32 tcp_sfsack_calc_cwnd(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
double d_cwnd;
double alpha, beta;
__u32 cwnd;
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Appendix A: (Continued)
tp->sfsack.drop_interval = jiffies - tp->sfsack.last_drop_time;
tp->sfsack.current_cwnd = tp->snd_cwnd;
if (tp->sfsack.drop_interval <= tp->sfsack.tau){
alpha = (2.0 * (double)tp->sfsack.tau) / ((double)tp>sfsack.drop_interval - 1.0);
beta = (2.0 * (double)tp->sfsack.tau) / ((double)tp>sfsack.drop_interval + 1.0);
}
else{
alpha = 3.0;
beta = 5.0;
}
d_cwnd = (alpha / beta) * (double)tp->sfsack.current_cwnd;
d_cwnd = d_cwnd + ((1.0 / beta) * ((double)tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample
+ (double)tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample));
if (d_cwnd < 0){
d_cwnd = 0;
printk(KERN_INFO "TCP_SFSACK ERROR:
}

d_cwnd < 0");

tp->sfsack.last_drop_time = jiffies;
tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample = tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample;
cwnd = (__u32)d_cwnd;
return cwnd;
}

static inline int tcp_sfsack_cwnd(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
int ret = 0;
__u32 cwnd;

if (sysctl_tcp_sfsack != 0) {
if (tp->sfsack.not_first_drop != 0) {
tp->sfsack.drop_interval = jiffies - tp>sfsack.last_drop_time;
tp->sfsack.current_cwnd = tp->snd_cwnd;
if (tp->sfsack.drop_event != 1){
tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample = tp->snd_cwnd;
}
if (tp->sfsack.drop_event == 1){
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Appendix A: (Continued)
tp->snd_cwnd = tcp_sfsack_calc_cwnd(tp);
}
tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample = tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample;
ret = 1;
}
tp->sfsack.drop_event=0;
}
return ret;
}
static inline int tcp_sfsack_complete_cwr(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
int ret = 0;
if (sysctl_tcp_sfsack == 1) {
tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample = tp->snd_cwnd>>1;
tp->sfsack.drop_event = 1;
if (tcp_sfsack_cwnd(tp)) {
tp->snd_ssthresh = tp->snd_cwnd;
ret = 1;
printk(KERN_INFO "ret = %d\n", ret);
}
else {
tp->sfsack.last_drop_time = jiffies;
}
if (tp->sfsack.not_first_drop != 1) {
tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample = tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample;
}
tp->sfsack.not_first_drop = 1;
tp->sfsack.drop_event = 0;
}
return ret;
}
static inline int tcp_sfsack_timeout(struct tcp_opt *tp)
{
int ret = 0;
if (sysctl_tcp_sfsack == 1) {
tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample = 1;
tp->sfsack.drop_event = 1;
if (tcp_sfsack_cwnd(tp)) {
ret = 1;
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Appendix A: (Continued)
}
else {
tp->sfsack.last_drop_time = jiffies;
}
if (tp->sfsack.not_first_drop != 1) {
tp->sfsack.last_cwnd_sample = tp->sfsack.cwnd_sample;
}
tp->sfsack.not_first_drop = 1;
tp->sfsack.drop_event = 0;
}

return ret;
}
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
#endif

/* _TCP_H */
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Appendix A: (Continued)
TCP_IPV4.C
.
.
.
static int tcp_v4_init_sock(struct sock *sk)
{
.
.
.
sk->sndbuf = sysctl_tcp_wmem[1];
sk->rcvbuf = sysctl_tcp_rmem[1];

/*----SFSACK CODE----*/
tp->sfsack.not_first_drop = 0;
tp->sfsack.tau = TCP_SFSACK_TAU * 2;
tp->sfsack.sock_id = jiffies;
/*----END SFSACK CODE----*/
.
.
.
}
.
.
.
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